
The website is operated by Kora Bella Style s.r.o. with its registered office at Brhlovce č.139, 935 
02 Brhlovce, IČO: 36 733 466, IČ DPH: SK2022321752, represented by Ján Záborský, managing 
director. The contact details of the operator are info@korabellastyle.sk (e-mail) and the telephone 
number is 0905 544 524.


Your consent is valid for the domain: www.pivnicabrhlovce.sk.


WHAT ARE COOKIES 
Cookies are an essential part of the vast majority of internet browsers. They store information 
about what sites you have visited, your preferences (for example, the fact that you have agreed to 
a cookie information box) as well as your behavior on the Internet. As a result, you get relevant 
ads that are personalized right for you and more. Cookies are an essential part of the analytical 
side of our work, without which we would not be able to continue to function. Namely, the 
analysis of reader traffic (Google Analytics) or the functionality of the server on which the 
pivnicabrhlovce.sk website (hereinafter referred to as the website) is stored.


HOW WE USE COOKIES AND WHY 
• When visiting the website, some basic information is collected, namely: parts of the IP address 

(anonymized), type of device, location (city, country), where our readers are located,

• This is important for improving the operation of our website as well as for the development of 

new web services,

• Also for performing analyzes and measurements to understand our reader base and how the 

web is used,

• We also collect information so that we do not show you the content you have already seen,

• For customizing content and advertising. In other words, to have before your eyes what you like 

most.


WHAT TYPES OF COOKIES WE USE 
Essential: Some cookies are necessary in order for you to fully use the site. They allow us to 
process user behavior and prevent incidents such as spam and other similar security threats. 
Cookies do not collect any personal information. However, they allow you, for example, to log in 
to your account and securely order or make purchases.


Non - Essential - Statistics: These cookies store aggregate and anonymous information about 
the number of visitors to the website, unique visitors, the most visited pages and the most read 
articles, the page or internet space from which users come to us. This data helps us understand 
and analyze the performance of our site, what interests most users, and what we should improve.


Non - Essential - Marketing: Our site does not contain third party advertising.


Non - Essential - Functional: These cookies help us to provide you with some unnecessary 
functions of the site, such as embedding video or sharing content on social networks or other 
websites.


Non - Essential - Preferences: These cookies help us to store your settings and preferences, 
such as the language you wish to use, and to remember them for your future visit to the website.


HOW CAN I CONTROL AND CHANGE MY PREFERENCES? 
We share your information with Google (Google Ireland, 3rd Floor, Gordon House, Barrow Street, 
Dublin, ID: 368047). You can turn it off at this address.


For analytical purposes, we also use Google's services, namely Google Analytics, which is part of 
perhaps all websites. For us, it represents the possibility of measuring current traffic, user 



behavior on websites, etc. Analytical reports are fully anonymous and we do not have the 
technology or interest in revealing the identity of our visitors.


You do not have to agree (you do not have to accept)  with proceeding cookies on our website, or 
you can express your consent and revoke it later.


